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On June 6th, the Who's Your Caddy? Ladies-Only Golf Tournament was
back, this time supporting the purchase of a new ECG machine at Ajax
Pickering Hospital.

Created for local business leaders & community supporters who want to
get out on the links, without the pressure (or time commitment) of the large
corporate tournaments, the event always promises to be a great day of
something... whether it be golfing or laughter.

This wildly popular tournament partners each foursome of women with
their very own male caddie who acts as the traditional golf adviser, but
who also might take a shot or two whenever called upon. 

Creativity and co-ordination was the name of the game, though, when it
came to everyone's golfing attire where the threads were downright groovy
especially when this year's theme was"Summer of '69" in recognition of its
50th anniversary. 

Prizes were up for grabs, making at least the best costume a fierce
competition.

Proceeds from this year's tournament will help the Ajax Pickering Hospital
Foundation fund a new ECG machine for the Cardiac Diagnostics program
at Ajax Pickering Hospital. 

Heart disease and stroke are the #1 cause of premature death in women
in Canada, but most women are unaware of the threat. And this statistic is
incredibly alarming when studies show that 53% of women who
experience heart attack symptoms have them go unrecognized, 45% more
women die of a stroke (compared to men), and women with certain heart
conditions have a higher chance of an arrhythmia (compared to men).
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These are just some of the reasons why this year's tournament is raising
funds to purchase a new ECG machine for our Cardiac Diagnostics
Department. This piece of equipment is used to perform the most common
cardiac test. It is a valuable screening tool for a variety of cardiac
abnormalities, and often times rules out heart attacks or diagnoses lethal
arrhythmia. ECGs are performed on many patients in the hospital through
the Cardiac Diagnostics Service, on the in-patient units and in the
Emergency Departments; plus, every patient over 50 years of age who is
admitted for elective surgery must also have this test.

Special thanks to all the players, caddies, volunteers, local businesses,
photographer, centerpiece sponsors, tee block sponsors, silent auction
donors, the organization committee and especially our tournament
sponsors: Ajax Branch of the Royal Canadian Legion | Pickering Branch of
the Royal Canadian Legion |Johnson Insurance | Black & MacDonald |
Continental Currency Exchange | Elexicon | OPG |

Yours in philanthropy,

Tracy Paterson
CEO, Ajax Pickering Hospital Foundation   
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